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 This is both an exciting and troubling moment for social studies of science and technology: 
renewed sensitivity to questions of embodiment, sensation and materiality has emerged alongside an 
increased interest in developing tools for non-traditional, non-textual modes of scholarly engagement and 
dissemination. The explosion of possibilities is staggering, extending already challenging questions about 
relationships between science, art, engineering, philosophy, and the humanities – as well as the nature of 
legitimate and ethical scholarly practice. For example, some researchers are reactivating what we might call 
a ‘craft’ mentality (Mumford 1934) in their engagement with the materials and methods that drive 
technoscience, as they attempt to recreate biological and physical experiments. Other researchers working 
under the heading ‘digital humanities,’ are embracing new methods of digital production and rapid 
fabrication, translating skills from science, engineering, art and design into the frameworks of the social 
sciences. At the same time, in their attempts to tell detailed stories of ‘events--‐in--‐practice’ (Mol 2002), 
ethnographers are recognizing the importance of methodological frameworks that account for the 
collaborative and multi--‐sited nature of technoscientific labour, while historians are increasingly concerned 
with theorizing the sensual connections of material objects (Tresch 2012). Regardless of one’s disciplinary 
affiliation, it’s becoming increasingly clear that describing the materials and methods that make a given 
project possible is a theoretically and ethically fraught activity. 
 This year’s conference seeks to critically engage with newer and older modes of knowledge 
production as well as to address the complex role both materials and methods play in crafting scientific and 
STS work. We seek papers that interrogate the benefits and pitfalls of both established and emergent ways 
of engaging with matter and materiality: What is gained and what is lost when minds and bodies are 
opened up to such a wide range of disciplines, media and styles of scholarly interrogation? How do new 
materials and methods transform interactions between scholars and informants? What are the ontological 
and epistemological commitments involved? What are the ethical stakes? 
 
 
 
 
 The conference organizers wish to acknowledge the generous support of the Graduate Program in Science and Technology 
Studies, the Division of Natural Science, the Institute for Science and Technology Studies, the York University  Graduate Students’ 
Association, and the Science and Technology Studies Graduate Students' Association. Reusable water bottles for this event kindly 
provided by the York University Graduate Students’ Association. The organizers support the GSA’s campaign to eliminate bottled 
water from campus, and so no bottled water will be provided at this conference.  
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Schedule 
All conference events are to be held in 320 Norman Bethune College, ‘The Delaney Gallery.’ 

 
 

Wednesday, May 1 
 

10:30-11:00 am 
 

Conference registration; coffee, tea and light snacks will be served in 320 Bethune. 
 

11:00 am – 12:30 pm 
Panel 1: Ecological/Biological Mattering 

 
 
Johanna Pokorny (University of Toronto): "Affective Lakescapes: National imagination and 
scientific management of nature and the nonhuman in invaded Muskokan lakes" 
 
Peter Hobbs (York University): "What Does Lead Do: A Story of Toxic Entanglement, Exposure, 
and Ethics" 
 
Angela Cope (York University): "From Miasma to MCS: paradigms of olfaction in health" 

 
 

12:30 - 1:30 : Lunch 
 

1:30 - 3:00 pm 
Panel 2: Contesting Expertise  

 
Bryn Whiteley (Virginia Tech): "Expert Perceptions on Natural Diamonds and their Substitutes" 
 
Bryan Sacks (Rutgers University): "Boundary work and the maintenance of cultural authority: 
Science confronts the "anti-vaccine" movement" 
 
Deborah Livingston-Lowe (University of Guelph): "A New Spin for an Old Piece of Cloth:  A 
Current Methodology for Studying Canadian Hand-woven Textiles" 

 
3:00-3:30 pm : Break 

 
3:30 - 4:30 pm 

Panel 3: Materiality, Power, and Subjectivity 
 
Matthew McManus (York University): "Modernity and the Specter of Emancipation" 
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Isidore Dorpenyo (Michigan Technological University): "Resilient Women, Metistic Scientists: A 
Look at how Women Negotiate their Situatedness in Science Fields" 
 
 

Conference Reception: 7:00 pm, Victory Cafe 
581 Markham St, Toronto 

(416) 516-5787 
A group will travel down via TTC following the final panel. 

 
 

Thursday, May 2 
 

10:30-11:00 
Breakfast and coffee will be served in 203 Bethune. 

 
11:00 am - 1:30pm 

Panel 4: Instruments and the Biomedical Body 
 
Micah Anshan (York University): "Under the Skin: Contextualizing Syringe Materiality" 
 
Loren Husband (York University): "'See Your Doctor:' Materiality, Mental Illness Awareness Week, 
and The Cultivation of Self" 
 
Anuradha Gobin (McGill University): "Caressing Skins and Folding Paper: Materiality and the 
Senses in the Dissemination of Medical Knowledge in the Dutch Republic" 
 
Micha Rahder (UC Santa Cruz): "But is it a Basin? Controversy, Conspiracy, and Science in the 
Fight for Mirador, Guatemala" 
 
 

2:00 - 3:00 pm 
Discussion with Peter Galison 

 
3:00-4:00 pm: Break 

 
4:00 pm:  

Public Lecture 
Peter Galison, Harvard University 

"Time of Physics, Time of Art" 
 

In the standard picture of the history of special relativity, Henri Poincaré’s and Albert Einstein’s 
reformulation of simultaneity is considered a quasi-philosophical intervention, a move made 
possible by their disconnection from the standard physics of the day. Meanwhile, Einstein’s 
engagement at the Patent Office (or Poincare’s in the Bureau of Longitude) enters the story as a 
lowly day job — irrelevant to fundamental work on the nature of the world. I have argued, on 
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the contrary, that the all-too material and the most abstract notions of time cross in essential ways. 
In a collaboration with the artist William Kentridge (“The Refusal of Time”) we explored this 
intersection, pushing on history, physics, and philosophy into a more associative-imaginative 
register. This talk is an account of this complex of problems at the boundary of art and physics 
history. 
 
Peter Galison is the Pellegrino University Professor at Harvard University, and a member of the 
departments of Physics and of History of Science. His main work explores the complex interaction 
between the three principal subcultures of twentieth century physics–experimentation, 
instrumentation, and theory. The volume on experiment (How Experiments End [1987]) and that on 
instruments (Image and Logic: A Material Culture of Microphysics [1997]) are to be followed by the final 
volume–Theory Machines–that is still under construction. Einstein’s Clocks, Poincaré’s Maps [2003] 
begins the study of theory by focusing on the ways in which the theory of relativity stood at the 
crossroads of technology, philosophy, and physics. In 1997, Peter Galison was named a John D. 
and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation Fellow; in 1999, he was a winner of the Max Planck Prize 
given by the Max Planck Gesellschaft and Humboldt Stiftung. For 2012-2013, he is the Critical 
Inquiry Distinguished Visiting Professor at the University of Chicago. 
 
 

 
Friday, May 3 - Saturday, May 4: 

"Materiality: Objects and Idioms in Historical Studies of Science and Technology" 
 

A conference hosted by the Institute for Science and Technology Studies 
  
Featuring presentations by Katharine Anderson (York), Robert Brain (UBC), Tina Choi (York), 
Kristen Haring (Auburn), Edward Jones-Imhotep(York), Carla Nappi (UBC), Sophia 
Roosth (Harvard), Hanna Rose Shell (MIT), Emily Thompson (Princeton), John 
Tresch (Pennsylvania), William Turkel (Western). 

 
Registration is free for graduate conference presenters:  

http://materialityconference.wordpress.com 
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Directions and other information 
 

Directions to York University from Pearson International Airport: 
 

You can take a taxi directly from the airport to the York University Keele Campus. However, a 
taxi from the airport to the University is approximately $50 Canadian. Simply tell the driver that 
you are going to the York University Keele Campus. For directions to the conference location 
itself, see below. 

An alternative option to get from Pearson airport to the York University Keele Campus is public 
transit: 

• You can take the 58 Malton bus which serves from Terminal 3 (Arrivals Level) and 
Terminal 1 (Ground level) at Pearson Airport. This bus operates from approximately 5:00 
AM until 1:00 AM. 

• Take the 58 Malton bus (an approximate 60 minute one-way travel time) from Pearson 
Airport to Lawerence West Station. 

• Once you have arrived at Lawerence Ave. West Station take the subway Northbound to 
Downsview Station.  

• You can take either the 106 or 196 buses from Downsview Station, which will take you 
directly to the York University Keele Campus. The 196 is preferable. You can transfer from 
the bus to the subway, and back to the bus, without paying any additional fare. 

 
 

Directions to York University from Toronto Island Airport: 
 
If you are flying Porter Airlines your best option is to take public transit from the Toronto Island 
Airport. Taking a taxi from downtown Toronto to the hotel is not recommended, as it would be a 
very lengthy and expensive trip. From the airport: 

 
• Catch the Porter shuttle, which will drop you off at the north-east corner of Front Street 

and York Street.  
• Cross to the south side of Front Street and enter Union subway station. 
• Take the University-Spadina line subway northbound to Downsview subway station. 
• From Downsview you can take either the 106 or the 196 (Express) buses to York 

University.   
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Directions to York University via public transit from all locations 

York University is not located on the TTC subway line, but is readily accessible by public transit. 
Simply get on the Yonge-University subway line northbound (the TTC’s yellow line) from any 
station.  

If arriving at Union Station, you can access the subway directly and take the train northbound to 
Downsview station (both directions run northbound at Union, as it is the southernmost station on 
the line). If you are arriving at the Toronto Coach Terminal at Bay and Dundas Streets, simply 
walk a few blocks west to University Avenue, where you can catch the subway at St. Patrick 
station, and ride it northbound to Downsview station. From Downsview station, you can catch the 
196 A or B buses (recommended) or the 106 bus – both will drop you off at York University 
Commons. If you are on the east branch of the Yonge-University line, you can also catch the 196B 
bus at Sheppard-Yonge station, and this will take you directly to York University Commons via 
Downsview. All stops are announced, and at both Downsview and Sheppard stations you can 
transfer from the subway to the bus and vice versa without paying any additional fare or showing 
a transfer.  

A regular fare on the TTC is $3.00. Bus operators do not provide change. You can also purchase 
tokens, which translate to a fare of $2.50, or daily/multi-day passes. Tokens are available from 
vending machines in most subway stations (using $10/$20 bills, respectively), convenience stores 
(e.g. the store in York Lanes Shopping Centre on campus), or from collectors in TTC stations. 

 

Getting downtown from York University: 

Just reverse the process! From York University Commons (the central loop where all buses arrive 
at York), you can take either the 106 (local) or the 196 A or B (express) buses to Downsview 
subway station. The 196B also services Yonge-Sheppard station. From there, you can take the 
southbound subway all the way into the centre of the city, transferring if necessary to the green 
line for east-west travel along Bloor Street.  
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Directions for those going directly by taxi to the conference location  

(Bethune College): 

 

Tell the driver that you are going to Bethune College at York University Keele Campus. The driver 
may not know the best way to drop you off directly at the college, as there is no access to the 
building’s main entrance from the road. Advise them to enter the campus via Shoreham Dr. – the 
entrance from Steeles Avenue, the Northwest Gate, is presently closed due to construction. 

From Shoreham Drive, they should turn left onto Ian McDonald Boulevard once on campus, and 
then in the first roundabout, take the first exit right onto Thompson Rd. Follow Thompson Rd. 
to its end, past the Tait McKenzie building and parking lot. There is a turnaround with a few 
parking spaces at the end of Thompson Rd – this is the back of Norman Bethune College; you can 
enter the building right there.  

From where you enter the building, Rm 203 (Norman’s) will be on your left. Note that it is not 
advisable to take a taxi from the city centre to the York University campus, as this will be a long 
and costly ride. 
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Other information: 

 

A large computer lab, with printing facilities, is located at the William Small Centre, just east of 
Bethune College. It is only a few steps away if you turn left out the main entrance of Bethune, or 
along your route if you are walking to Bethune from most other locations on campus.  

 

Bethune College and the majority of York University’s campus are also covered by the AirYork 
wireless network. If you would like Internet access, please speak with one of the conference 
organizers. 

 

There are some reasonably priced guest rooms available in student residences on campus - 
information about these may be found at: 
http://studenthousing.info.yorku.ca/acs/accomodation/.  

To reserve a room, contact askacs@yorku.ca.  
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Recommended places to eat and drink on campus: 

Your meals are provided during the workshop. However, if you have arrived on campus early, are 
staying after the workshop, or you would like another option for breakfast or a late night snack, 

here are a few on-campus options. 

 

Falafel Hut Village 

Great middle eastern dishes, their renowned falafel and many vegetarian options. Check with your 
server for halal options. Located in York Lanes Retail Centre. 

 

The Great Canadian Bagel 

Coffee, bagels, bagel sandwiches. Located in York Lanes Retail Centre. 

 

Indian Flavour 

Authentic foods ranging from veggie samosas, biryani to tandoori and other halal meats. No 
preservatives or MSG. EAT Smart Certified; Vegetarian and Halal Options. Located in York Lanes 
Retail Centre. 

 

Absinthe Pub & Coffee Shop 

Relaxed atmosphere offering snack foods, fresh pastries, all-day breakfasts, teas, coffees, bagels to 
wraps, chili, soups and daily specials. LLBO Licensed, with a variety of draft beer. Located 
Courtyard level of Winters College. 

 

Orange Snail Pub 

Specializes in Caribbean and North American cuisine. Daily buffet lunches with choice of meat, 
poultry or fish, vegetables and salad bar. All selections baked, steamed or roasted. 100% whole 
wheat or grain breads. Vegan Options; LLBO Licensed. Located in the lower level of Stong 
College – just across the walkway from Bethune. (Also accessible via lower level of Bethune 
College.)  

 

The best places to get coffee are Cafe Supreme and The Second Cup, both located in York 
Lanes.  

A range of fast food options, and the Underground restaurant, are also available in the York 
Student Centre (adjacent to York Lanes and the bus loop). Finally, the cafeteria in the lower level 
of Bethune College offers breakfast in the mornings, along with meals, snacks, and beverages 
throughout the day. 


